Turbocharge

Sage
Get more done every day with a
custom app

proven ways to eliminate
daily frustrations and
time-wasting tasks
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What’s
the key to making
Sage fit perfectly?
Sage is one of the most popular accounting
software packages in the UK.
WHAT’S DRAINING YOUR PROFITS?
Sage is great at what it does, but if it’s not working
with the systems that run the rest of your company,
you’re left with productivity-draining tasks and
inefficient processes.

Duplicate data entry?
Errors made during rekeying?
Outdated inventory amounts?
Incomplete customer data?
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Start
Streamlining
your business
After integrating Sage with custom apps,
you’ll have less of those “I wish it did
that” moments and will be on the path to
streamlining your organisation for more
profitable growth!

Custom apps are built specifically for
your needs to help manage the
information that runs the rest of your
business—from sales and service to
marketing and manufacturing.

Custom apps are
most commonly built to
solve these problems:
The
best thing
about
custom apps?
They’re tailored to meet the
unique needs of your business.

64%

Manage customers, clients, or members

51%

Provide reporting for analysis

Manage invoices, quotes, orders, or estimates

Manage stock levels and assets

Manage projects, tasks, or schedules
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47%
39%

38%
SOURCE: State of the Custom Apps Report 2016

Combining Sage with FileMaker software
Imagine a day without these frustrations:
Hours wasted on duplicate data
entry between sales and accounting

Human errors
made during
data rekeying

Inconsistent
formatting from
rekeying

Outdated stock
levels

Customer details
scattered across
multiple systems

Orders shipped to
customers who are
behind on payments

Dealing with new
apps that don’t work
the way your
business does
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Connect your systems for
success and mobility
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Increase the productivity of your team and
help your business increase efficiency
in 4 easy ways:

1

2

3

Eliminate duplicate data
entry between systems.

Centralise knowledge
about customers, items,
inventory, and payments —
while protecting Sage
financial data.

Implement a process that
works the way your
existing business flows and
without forcing you to
conform to a new
approach.

4
Give secure access to data
anytime, anywhere from
iPad, iPhone, Windows,
Mac, and the web.

Imagine a world
where you only
enter data once

1
Eliminate duplicate
data entry between
systems

One of the most common causes of duplicate data entry
is when a brand new customer places a sales order. The
customer information is in a stand alone sales system but
then needs to be reentered into Sage to keep track of the
invoice and accounting details.

SALES ORDERS

Prevent this time-wasting, error-prone chore: get Sage
accounting software talking to your sales system.
For example, your staff can enter the new prospect
information and invoice details into their custom app
created with the FileMaker Platform for sales orders, and
then simply “push” the customer details and invoice into
Sage automatically with the click of a button.
•

No duplicate data entry.

•

No errors during rekeying.

•

No inconsistent formatting.
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Help your team do
even more

2
Provide one central
place to get additional
knowledge

By discovering how to create an app that is linked to Sage,
you’ll be well on your way to giving your finance and
accounting staff access to what they need. Allowing your
extended staff to securely access select Sage accounting
data that will help them do their jobs even better.
All this and more is now possible:
The sales team can see CRM details alongside select
Sage data for each client, such as recent orders and
revenue generated to date, to build even stronger
relationships.
The manufacturing group can be instantly notified of
payments made by delinquent customers so orders
placed “on hold” can be immediately released for
processing.
The warehouse staff can access and update stock levels
at any time right from the floor via iPad, consolidate the
data in the FileMaker app, and send it to Sage with the
push of a button.
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Go with the flow

3

Custom apps created with the FileMaker Platform are built
to satisfy your specific needs and work the way your
existing business does. They are flexible enough to grow
and change as your needs do over time and can be
modified at your pace—and with just the improvements
you want.
And with Sage integration, you will see productivity soar
and inefficient processes eliminated once and for all.
CUSTOM APPS

Implement a system
that works the way
your business does

•

Are designed by you and built
around your existing processes

•

Don’t force you to conform to
a new approach

•

Have just what you want and
nothing you don’t

•

Can grow and change as your
needs do

•

Work across multiple platforms
and mobile devices

•

Seamlessly integrate with your
existing systems—like Sage
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Secure sharing
made easy

Information stored in your FileMaker-based custom apps can
be accessed on iPad, iPhone, Windows, Mac, and the web.
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And with Sage integration, your team can get secure access
to select accounting information from within the FileMaker
Platform—eliminating the need to provide Sage logins to
anyone outside accounting.

Give secure access
to data anytime,
anywhere

SALES
iPHONE
SERVICE
iPAD
FILEMAKER
SOFTWARE
PRODUCTION
LAPTOP
WAREHOUSE
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“Mobile2Sage has been fantastic for our business. It
has replaced our old paper-based system. The
remote engineers love it because it allows them to
use their iPads offline whilst doing the job. The
Accounts department love it as it has allowed
quicker and more accurate Sage invoices to be
raised automatically.
We are saving more than 40 hours per month which
means we can use our scarce resources more
efficiently and for more customer facing tasks rather
than admin, rekeying, and filing tasks.”
– Lynda Stringer, Director
Stringer Appliances Ltd.
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Read about
real customers
who are living
the dream
The following stories are from real customers who use both Sage
and the FileMaker Platform to run their successful businesses.
Many of them have partnered with professional consultants and
are using specialized software to connect FileMaker and Sage,
such as E2S and Mobile2Sage from Red IT Solutions. These are
just samples of the thousands of organisations who have
streamlined their businesses by integrating FileMaker and Sage.
Be sure to download the free software resources mentioned
at the end of this ebook to get started today!

Oxford International combines forces and integrates
iPad and Sage systems for maximum efficiency

“We first contacted Red IT Solutions Ltd to
help us create a custom web app to capture
Purchase Requisitions. A key requirement
was for these to be authorised by managers
remotely using their iPad \ iPhone so that
the resultant Purchase Orders could be
automatically imported into Sage. Their
Mobile2Sage: EPO (Electronic Purchase
Order) module proved to be very popular
and easy to use so we quickly rolled it out
to users across the group. All documents
are available to us in PDF and XLS format
so it is very easy to look at historic
transactions. It is also very flexible so we
have been able to enhance functionality
quickly and easily without any down time to
the system. We are now looking to expand
it’s functionality to cover new areas of our
business including the import of
requisitions from other systems into EPO
for remote authorisation. Red IT Solutions
spent a significant amount of time tailoring
the solution for our needs and their support
and understanding of both the Sage and
FileMaker tools has been exemplary.”
— Harry Jennings, Financial Controller,
Oxford International Group

PROBLEM: Oxford International
are a unique accredited
education provider. Their
extensive portfolio covers
educational travel for schools,
colleges and universities, English
language schools for adult and
junior students in the UK, Canada
and USA, sixth form colleges,
university pathway programmes
and TESOL teacher training
courses. It needs to manage
hundreds of clients, custom
purchase requisitions for events \
visits, scheduling, purchase
orders and more. The old
processes were all paper based
and covered entry of requisitions
followed by a cumbersome
authorisation process to create
purchase orders. Significant time
was also spent rekeying data into
Sage which was problematic,
slow and prone to errors.

SOLUTION: Oxford
International partnered with
Red IT Solution Ltd. to create a
hosted FileMaker custom app
that integrates with Sage
accounting software using their
Mobile2Sage: EPO software.
Now their users enter a
Purchase Requisition when they
need to buy something using
their PC or a web browser.
These are then authorised by
remote managers on the move
using their iPad \ iPhone when
they receive an email
notification. The accounts
department import authorised
Purchase Orders into Sage
automatically significantly
improving business processes
as well as eradicating rekeying
errors. Supplier confirmations
can also be captured and
linked to the original Purchase
Requisition giving an ‘end to
end’ audit trail.
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RESULT: The key business
processes are now
paperless which has
transformed the way data
is handled and retrieved.
Scarce resources are used
to focus on business
growth rather than admin
tasks.

JAK Food Services Ltd. integrates QR bar code
scanning and Sage invoicing for maximum efficiency

“iPad scanning has replaced our
manual paper-based system, saving
hundreds of man hours per week.
We now plan to make more use of
iPads in the order and production
areas to further streamline our
processes. The Mobile2Sage system
is very user friendly, was quick to
implement, and easy to manage. The
support and attention to our needs
from Red IT Solutions Ltd. has been
exceptional.”
— Joe Kempson, Office Manager, JAK
Food Services Ltd

PROBLEM: JAK Food
Services Ltd. is a large
poultry producer that
manages hundreds of
complex client orders
and deliveries per day.
This, along with Health
and Safety product
traceability
requirements and
production scheduling,
made invoice
generation through
Sage difficult and time
consuming.

SOLUTION: JAK
partnered with Red IT
Solutions Ltd. to create a
hosted FileMaker-based
custom app that
integrates with Sage
using Red IT’s
Mobile2Sage software.
Now they can manage
client orders, scan QR
codes for traceability
using iPad devices, and
create invoices
automatically in Sage.
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RESULT: The old
manual paper-based
system has been
replaced with an iPadbased cloud system.
This has enabled JAK to
manage growth, make
better use of scarce
resources, and eliminate
data entry errors.

Wet Fish is no longer drowning in oceans of paper thanks
to their integration of Sage and the FileMaker Platform

“Like many small businesses that
have enjoyed a rapid growth rate,
Wet Fish faced issues with their IT
and in particular, how to use Sage in
a more proactive way so that its
versatility could enhance its
expansion. Red IT Solutions set
about designing a bespoke
programme linking Sage to an iPad
system which has essentially made
us paperless—from order taking to
invoicing. The unique positioning of
Red IT as a true expert in the field
has taken Wet Fish trading
capacities to new levels.”
— Mark Allan, CEO, Wet Fish Trading LLC

PROBLEM: Wet Fish is
a medium-sized fish
importer catering to the
hospitality sector in the
United Arab Emirates.
They deal with
thousands of pounds of
fish each day along with
hundreds of customer
orders, delivery
schedules, invoicing,
and more.

SOLUTION: Wet Fish
partnered with Red IT
Solutions Ltd. to create a
hosted FileMaker-based
custom app integrated with
Sage accounting software
using Red IT’s Mobile2Sage
and Sage2SQL software.
Now, the main office can
enter daily orders into Sage
which are then “pushed” to
FileMaker and viewed by the
staff on their iPads. The
production team can then
instantly process orders and
get the right fish to the right
clients at the right time.
Plus, inventory counts, van
deliveries, daily and monthly
invoices can be tracked
directly from within
Mobile2Sage and pushed to
Sage—keeping everything
up-to-date.
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RESULT: Wet Fish now
saves more than 50
hours of staff time per
week by eliminating
double data entry. And
now that the office is
completely paperless,
the company can
continue to grow
without additional
resources.

Stringer Appliances eliminates more than 40 hours
per month of duplicate data entry for instant
customer billing

“Mobile2Sage has been fantastic for
our business. It has replaced our old
paper-based system. The remote
engineers love it because it allows
them to use their iPads offline whilst
doing their job. The Accounts
department love it as it has allowed
quicker and more accurate Sage
invoices to be raised automatically.
We are saving more than 40 hours
per month which means we can use
our scarce resources more efficiently
and for more customer facing tasks
rather than admin, rekeying, and
filing tasks.”
— Lynda Stringer, Director, Stringer
Appliances Ltd.

PROBLEM: Stringer
Appliances is a provider
of apartment
maintenance services in
the UK. They have a team
of 3 engineers who travel
to apartment buildings
diagnosing problems and
performing repairs. They
use the FileMaker
Platform to manage
nearly all aspects of their
business including
document management,
putting on jobs,
scheduling, proof of
delivery photos, and
invoicing. Sage
accounting software was
chosen to manage the
accounting, leading to
hours spent re-entering
new customers in Sage
and rekeying invoices.

SOLUTION: Stringer
Appliances partnered with
Red IT Solutions Ltd. to
integrate Sage accounting
software with the FileMaker
Platform using Red IT’s
Mobile2Sage software. Now
headquarters can “push out”
new jobs to engineers,
engineers can create
invoices instantly on their
iPad devices, list parts used,
and capture electronic
signatures and photos—
instead of routing paper
forms through the
accounting department once
they return to the main
office. The main office staff
then simply import the
electronic invoices for
instant customer billing.
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RESULT: Stringer
Appliances has
eliminated piles of
paper, streamlined its
business processes, and
saved more than 40
hours per month that
were being wasted on
rekeying data and
retrieving information.

Additional resources
Visit www.FileMaker.com/Sage for great resources to get you started!

✓ Free trial of FileMaker Pro software
✓ Access to on demand webinars
✓ Download a free trial of Mobile2Sage by Red IT Solutions Limited
✓ See a list of Sage and FileMaker integration partners
✓ Download free Custom Apps Success Guides

Visit

www.FileMaker.com/Sage
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